
     Consonant Clusters / Triple Consonants
  

Time Started:
Time Finished:

Choose the correct word in the box.  Write the word down on the blank.

1. The ____________ told the boys to ______________ off his property.

sprite scram stranger latch scribe

2. Mom _______________ and went on a shopping ____________.
 

thrift scream spree splurge sprint

3. I like to go on a _____________ during _____________.

stretch stroll straight spring scroll

4. The ___________ wrote a moving ____________ about planet Earth.

witch stranger script scribe strong

5. At the ___________ of midnight the crows made an eerie ___________.

watch switch stroke screech scream

6. It was ___________ black and I coundn't see a thing.  I accidentally

tripped and badly ___________ my arm.  The doctor had to 

put a _____________

strange sprain scratch splint pitch

7. The ____________ of going _________________ the ______________
spooky town is too much.

stretch through strange strategy thrill

8. You have to ________ the cloth __________ to make sure the 
____________ will hold.

throw stitch thread thrice switch
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     Consonant Clusters / Triple Consonants
  

Time Started:
Time Finished:

  

Choose from the triple consonant cluster in the box.

scr - spr - thr -
spl - str - -tch

1. _____int - a piece of wood to keep a broken bone in position

2. ______ust - To push with force.  To push forward.
 

3. ______int - to run as fast as possible for a short distance

4. ______ibble - write carelessly or hurriedly.

5. ______ategy - art of dealing with a situation to gain greatest 
advantage possible.

6. _____inter - small pointed piece of glass, wood, metal.

7. ______ive - To do well.  To be or become strong or successful.

8. _____ite - an or fairy.

9. pi_______ - To set up.  To throw.  To set a tune.  A thick dark substance.

10. la_______ - a small piece of wood or metal for keeping a door shut

11. _____ob - the beat of a heart

12. _______oll - roll of paper.   To move up and down.

Answer Key:  spl,thr,spr,scr,str,spl,thr,spr,tch,tch,thr,scr         Copyright 2010
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Time Started:
Time Finished:

  

Encircle the words in the parenthesis that best fits the sentence.

1. My (strike, threat, strategy) to get to the hill is to swim across the 

(street, stream, stretch) and run up to the top.

2. Keep still and do not make a (scratch, splash, strike) so you can 

get a big (watch, catch, straw).

3. The (sprite, thrifty, straight) lady sorted all her (screw, scratch, scrap),

sold the useful ones and threw the ones that are no longer useful.

4. My seed (splash, sprout, split) into a cute bud.  Mom said I should

just (wash, sprinkle, strike) it with little water.

5. In computer,  I'm learning to (scrub, scroll, screw) up and down the

(screen, batch, stripe).
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